
Case Study: Lunar Greenhouse Dilemma
In the not-too-distant future, humanity has established a small but thriving research
colony on the Moon. At the heart of the colony is an advanced AI-controlled greenhouse,
designed to study and produce genetically modified plants capable of thriving in
extraterrestrial environments. These plants are not only crucial for providing food to the
lunar colonists but also for future spacemissions to Mars and beyond. The AI, named
LunaBot, is tasked with optimizing plant growth and ensuring the greenhouse's success.

LunaBot is equipped with state-of-the-art technology, capable of monitoring plant health,
adjusting environmental conditions, and even experimenting with new plant varieties.
The greenhouse serves as a vital research facility, contributing to scientific knowledge
about sustainable life support systems in space.

However, the lunar colony faces a dilemma when an unexpected solar flare damages
several colony modules, including the greenhouse. LunaBot must nowmake a critical
decision: prioritize the repair of the greenhouse to save the plants, which are on the brink
of a breakthrough that could significantly advance space agriculture, or divert resources
to repair living quarters, risking the plants but ensuring the colonists' safety and comfort.

The dilemma presents several ethical concerns:
Prioritization of HumanNeeds vs. Scientific Progress: Should LunaBot prioritize
immediate human needs over long-term scientific benefits?
Responsibility of AI in Decision-Making: Given LunaBot's capabilities, should it make
decisions a�ecting human welfare and scientific progress, or should such decisions be
reserved for humans?
Impact on FutureMissions: The potential breakthrough in space agriculture could
revolutionize future spacemissions, making sustainable life support systemsmore
feasible. Losing this opportunity could set back space exploration e�orts.

Should LunaBot prioritize the greenhouse, or life support?

ReflectiveQuestions
● If you were a lunar colonist, would you agree if LunaBot decided to prioritize the

greenhouse?Why or why not?
● How should AI be programmed to balance short-term human needs with

long-term scientific goals?
● Is it ethical to allow AI to make decisions that could have significant impacts on

human welfare and scientific progress?
● Can a compromise between human needs and scientific advancement be justified

in such scenarios?What would be the ideal outcome?


